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Antioxidant Support
RioVida Gummies contain vitamin 
C and fruit juices from blueberries, 
grapes, elderberries, and more. 
Vitamin C and these fruit juices are 
an important part of the formula 
because they provide your body 
with antioxidants. Antioxidants 
fight against potentially harmful 
molecules in your body called free 
radicals. Antioxidants are a great way 
to support cellular health and the 
immune system, and to keep your 
body running the way it should.*

Immune System Support
RioVida Gummies support the immune 
system with 300 mg of 4Life Transfer 
Factor® Blend per serving. RioVida 
Gummies contain UltraFactor® and 
NanoFactor® from cow colostrum and 
OvoFactor® from chicken egg yolks.  
4Life Transfer Factor Blend provides 
broad-based and specific support 
for your immune system. When your 
immune system is educated, it can better 
recognize, respond to, and remember 
potential health threats, which means  
you can get out there and live your  
best life.*

RioVida Gummies are back!  
Here’s a couple reasons to love  
these yummy gummies!

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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This month, when you buy three bottles of RioVida Gummies, 
you get a fourth bottle FREE! Trust us, you’ll be grateful you 
stocked up on these limited-time gummies. 

March Product Special!

Your Sale Price: $81
Regular Wholesale Price: $108

LP: 55 | Item #55673

TAP HERE TO BUY

https://www.4life.com/corp/product/march-product-special/1722?utm_source=Accent&utm_medium=QR_Accent&utm_campaign=US_2023_MarchProductSpecial_AccentQR_Eng
https://www.4life.com/corp/product/march-product-special/1722?utm_source=Accent&utm_medium=QR_Accent&utm_campaign=US_2023_MarchProductSpecial_AccentQR_Eng


IT (ONLY) TAKES TWO!

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
1. Clinical study on the rapid immune modulating effects of 600 mg of 4Life Transfer Factor Blend compared to placebo. G. Jensen, NIS Labs Report 058-006.

TAP HERE TO LEARN MORE

The 4Life Transfer Factor® in Immune Boost can activate 
your immune system in as little as two hours.*1

When you don’t have time to feel anything but your  
best, take Immune Boost for fast-acting immune  
system support!*

https://youtu.be/MGZwqJo1AY0?utm_source=Accent&utm_medium=QR_Accent&utm_campaign=US_2023_TFBodyVid_AccentQR_Eng
https://youtu.be/MGZwqJo1AY0?utm_source=Accent&utm_medium=QR_Accent&utm_campaign=US_2023_TFBodyVid_AccentQR_Eng
https://youtu.be/MGZwqJo1AY0?utm_source=Accent&utm_medium=QR_Accent&utm_campaign=US_2023_TFBodyVid_AccentQR_Eng

